NEWSLETTER
MPVA Selects KUSAF as Implementation
Organization of the Conference Project

KUSAF was selected as the implementation
organization of the 2021 International Conference
project of the MPVA. The Foundation will hold
three international conferences about the
Alliance in Seoul, Washington D.C., and Hawaii
with KDVA. Korean and U.S. government officials
and opinion leaders will attend to develop policy
agendas to establish peace on the Korean
Peninsula and strengthen the Alliance. The
conferences will be held in parallel with the July
27th Armistice Day event, the 3rd CFC
Commander-Deputy Commanders Forum, the
celebration of the SCM/MCM, and UNC and
KDVA veterans’ re-visit program.

President Jung Seung Jo’s Interview with
Munhwa Ilbo

President Jung conducted an interview with
Munhwa Ilbo on the ROK-US Alliance. Jung
Seung-jo made it clear that the “ROK-U.S.
Alliance comes first, followed by cooperation with
China”, and proposed "a plan to strengthen the
Alliance, the establishment of a 3+3 strategic
dialogue with diplomacy, security, and economy,
and the formation of an external evaluation group
with retired military personnel and experts to
evaluate the transition of wartime operational
control." He emphasized that the ROK military
has operational control authority as the control of
peacetime operations was transferred to the ROK
in 1994. Details of the interview can be found in
the March 3rd issue of Munhwa Ilbo.
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March 2021

Meeting with Defense Minister Suh Wook

The Foundation held a luncheon meeting with
the Minister of National Defense Suh Wook on
Feb. 18. The Foundation introduced their projects
for 2021 and requested active support from the
MND.
The
Defense
Minister
expressed
appreciation for the Foundation's efforts to
strengthen the Alliance and promised cooperation
in hosting the SCM seminar and dinner. Both
organizations agreed to continue consultations to
further refine cooperation. Through the meeting,
the Foundation presented its opinions on current
issues such as the transition of war time OPCON
and emphasized that the conditions-based
wartime OPCN agreement between the ROK and
U.S. should be faithfully respected.

First KUSAF-KDVA Strategic Talk
KUSAF held the first strategic talk
with KDVA’s President Brooks on Feb.
18. The strategic talk is a quarterly
meeting to build consensus on major issues. The
Foundation and KDVA decided to finalize the
schedule for the ROK-U.S. Alliance International
Conference sponsored by the MPVA and agreed
to work together for a successful conference.
Also, KUSAF and KDVA plan to make
a re-visit Korea program for Korea
defense veterans as an opportunity to
recognize
and
appreciate
their
dedication.
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Strategic Cooperation between KUSAF &
KRGAA

ROK MND Publishes 2020 Defense White Paper
The 2020 Defense White
Paper
has
been
published. The main
statements related to the
Alliance are as follows:

The Korea Retired Generals and Admirals
Association (KRGAA) and KUSAF decided to
strengthen their mutual exchanges and
cooperation to contribute to strengthening the
Alliance. GEN(R) Lee Jong-ok, Chairman of the
KRGAA, and LTG(R) Jang Kyung-seok, Chairman
of the International Exchange Association,
promised to participate in the Foundation’s
programs to strengthen the Alliance. In particular,
it decided to strengthen cooperation in various
fields such as providing information to improve
the understanding of the Alliance, establishing
networks with influential U.S. officials, and
participating in various seminars and forums.

ROK AF Academy Participates in U-SPECK

The Korean Air Force Academy made a decision
to participate in U-SPECK. As a result, U-SPECK
has expanded to four universities and academies:
the Korea Military Academy, Sookmyung
Women's University, Korea University, and the
Air Force Academy. Students participating in USPECK study national security and Korea-U.S.
relations. U-SPECK plans to expand its
partnership not only in Korea but also to U.S.
universities and academies. U-SPECK will
execute various projects such as seminars,
forums, and dialogues this year. U-SPECK
representatives and excellent thesis award
recipients
are
given
scholarships
and
opportunities to visit the United States.

The ROK-U.S. Alliance
has contributed greatly
to the development of
our politics, economy,
society, and culture in
addition to defending the Republic of Korea from
external threats over the past 67 years. The
current ROK-U.S. Alliance is playing a key role
in the defense of the Korean Peninsula, and
further contributes to stability, peace and
prosperity in NEA. The Alliance functions as a
core axis of peace and prosperity on the Korean
Peninsula and in the region, and continues to
develop into a comprehensive strategic alliance
based on shared values and mutual trust. In the
process of easing military tensions and building
trust between North Korea and South Korea, the
ROK and U.S. maintain a firm combined defense
posture for complete denuclearization and
permanent peace settlement on the Korean
Peninsula, and continue to deepen and expand
the scope and level of alliance cooperation.
The English version of the Defense White Paper
will be published around June.
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KUSAF Meets with Deputy Commander, CFC

On Feb. 18, the Foundation met General Kim
Seung-kyum, Deputy Commander of the
Combined Forces Command (CFC), and discussed
ways to cooperate between the Foundation and
the CFC to strengthen the Alliance. The deputy
commander promised to actively participate in
the Foundation’s ROK-U.S. Alliance programs.
The Foundation plans to provide key officials,
including flag officers of the CFC, with
information on the Alliance, such as newsletters,
seminars, and forum booklets.

FAOA Publishes Quarterly Newsletter

KDVA Establishes Council of Advisors

KDVA established the KDVA Council of Advisors
consisting of experts with abundant experience
and knowledge to effectively carry out tasks
related to the Alliance and to expand
membership. Former CFC Commander, General(R)
Walter Sharp; former CFC CINC General(R) John
Tilelli; former Commander of United States Army
Forces Command, General(R) Larry Ellis; Ms.
Paik Nam-hee, daughter of General Paik Sunyeop; and CEO Sunny Park were appointed to the
Advisory Committee.

KDVA Publishes “Unsung Heroes” Newsletter

The FAOA Korea Chapter, a partner of the
Foundation, is a group of professional USFK
officers working for the Alliance. FAOA publishes
the journal "Joint Communiqué" on a quarterly
basis. The journal is known to provide an
interesting and informative perspective on a wide
range of topics related to the Korean Peninsula
and the Indo-Pacific region. This journal
contains restarting negotiations with the DPRK,
the future of the ROK-US Alliance, and ROKJapan relations in the Biden era. If you wish to
subscribe or contribute to the journal, please
send an email to the address below.
editor.faoakc@gmail.com

KDVA publishes a monthly newsletter called
“Unsung Heroes”. It contains the activities of
KUSAF and KDVA, news of KDVA veterans, and
the situation on the Korean peninsula. Details can
be found on the KDVA.vet website.
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KUSAF-KDVA Send Letters of Appreciation to
Sponsor Organizations
KUSAF and KDVA
jointly sent letters of
appreciation
to
sponsor organizations.
In the letter, KUSAF
and KDVA explained
how
much
the
sponsorship
contributed to the
development of the
ROK-U.S.
Alliance
and the growth of
KUSAF and KDVA,
and promised to do
its best to strengthen
the Alliance. The
Foundation presents
a
plaque
of
appreciation
every
year to sponsoring
organizations.

KUSAF Encourages New ROK Defense Attaches
Assigned to the U.S.

The Foundation wishes to encourage Hawaii
Defense Attache, Captain Oh Soon-geun; Air
Force Attache, Colonel Park Jong-seo; and
Marine Attache, LtCol Lee Seong-jin, all who will
be assigned as defense attaches to the ROK
Embassy in the U.S. in July 2021. The Foundation
urged them to do their best for the development
of the Alliance. Currently, the future defense
attaches are taking specialized training courses
under the ROK Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Hanwha Defense Participates in Middle East
Defense Exhibition IDEX 2021

Status of Foundation Sponsorship : page 5

KUSAF Internal Accounting Audit
Audit Report
The auditor confirmed that
the Foundation's business
execution in 2020 was
appropriately carried out in
accordance with the articles
of incorporation and
regulations.
Signed by auditors,
Lee Myung Hyun,
Chang Young-chul

KUSAF
conducted
an internal audit of
the results of the
2020 budget use on
February 5. In order
to
enhance
the
transparency
of
accounting, KUSAF
is increasing its
expertise
in
accounting
and
reinforcing the

advisory and auditing functions of external
accounting firms. Detailed budget results will be
reported to the Foundation's 2020 Budget Review
Board, which will be held on March 25.

Hanwha Group's defense affiliates, KUSAF's
largest sponsor, participated in the IDEX 2021
defense exhibition held in the UAE from Feb. 21
to 25. Hanwha Defense unveiled a multipurpose
unmanned vehicle and a remote shooting control
system for wheeled armored vehicles for the first
time abroad.

Thank you for your donations in 2021.
Chairman Lee Kun-Soo, DONGAH ELECOMM,
100 million won
Chairman Yoon Yoon-soo, FILA Holdings,
20 million won
Chairwoman Woo Hyun-euy, ROK-US Alliance
Friendship Association, 10 million won

Regular sponsorship of 10,000 won per month:
145 people

Lawyer Noh Soo-cheol, Min Firm, 1 million won
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Upcoming Events
★ The 9th ROK- US Alliance Forum : March 24, 19:00 pm,
Minister Eun Sung-soo, Chairman of FSC
★ KUSAF BOD meeting for 2020 Budget Accounting : March 24
★ Farewell event in honor of General Robert Abrams: TBD,
Millennium Hilton Seoul Hotel
★ The ROK-US Alliance Future Peace Conference :
July/Oct./Dec., Washington D.C./Seoul/Hawaii
★ Wreath laying Ceremony at Seoul National Cemetery : June 4,
KUSAF BOD members and Advisors
★ National Prayer Breakfast Meeting for the Alliance : June,
FEBC co-host
★ The 10th ROK- US Alliance Forum : July 9,
Chilgok-county Dabu-dong, Commander of CFC
* commemorating the 1st anniversary of the late General Paik
Sun-yup’s passing

Thank you for your donations!

The Foundation Sponsor Organizations News (2) :
The Korean Institute of Certified Public Accountants
Chairman Kim Young-sik, Maeil Business
Newspaper Interview

Publishing 8th Issue of CPA BSI, the CPA’s
Economic Outlook
The Korean Institute of Certified Public
Accountants published the 8th issue of 「CPA
BSI」on Jan. 29. This issue contains the results of
the CPA BSI survey targeting certified
accountants and a special article on the 2021
world economy through six narratives by Choi
Jae-young, director of the International Finance
Center. The second edition of expert
contributions to the automobile industry was also
published.

Kim Young-sik, Chairman of KICPA, said in a
New Year's interview with Maeil Business
Newspaper, "We should read the spirit of the era
as we have more than 10 million minority
shareholders in the stock market." He also
emphasized that “the social responsibility of
certified public accountants to inform the capital
market of accurate information through
transparent and independent audits has also
grown.”

FAQ of Internal Accounting Management Audit
Application with Financial Supervisory

On Jan. 28, KICPA and Financial Supervisory
Service published press releases in a questionand-answer (FAQ) format to resolve unnecessary
conflicts between companies and external
auditors. An explanation of 21 cases related to
internal auditing was included and will be
further supplemented in the future.

Inauguration of 3rd Women's Committee, 1st
Youth Committee
In January, the Korean Institute of Certified
Public Accountants launched the 3rd Women's
Committee (Chairman Kihwa Lee) and the 1st
Youth Committee (Chairman Hwang Byungjin).
Chairman Kim Young-sik said in the first
meeting after the launch, "It is necessary to find
and propose a customized agenda for women and
young members," and emphasized, " The newly
established youth committee should come up
with measures to increase the social trust of
non-profit corporations.“
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